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On September 22, 2011, Bob Cassidy held his sixth teleseminar in this incredibly
popular series of mentalism discussions. This teleseminar explores one of the
most important topics in mentalism and one that has never been discussed in
depth before. You'll learn exactly what the "logical disconnect" is, why it's
important for mentalists to be constantly aware of this, and plenty of examples to
illustrate how to use it in your own routines as well as when to use it.

Here's what Bob says about it:
"Many years ago my good friend, the late Bob Haines, coined the term 'logical
disconnect' to define a strategy to thwart a logically minded observer from
'reverse engineering' the actual methods used to accomplish particular effects."

In this day of overexposure and easy access to 'secrets' on the Internet, the
Logical Disconnect has taken on an added importance. For it is one of the very
few things that will even work against those who may be familiar with the
concept.

Over the years I have referred to the concept many times but its meaning and
application still seems to be widely understood. In addition to my own
applications, the book includes some excellent contributions by some of
mentalism's top workers."

In the e-book, you'll learn a classic of stage mentalism involving numbers and
how two key strategies will keep the audience from thinking it's a mathematical
effect that they can easily duplicate at home!

Another pair of strategies will make a popular PK effect using a ballpoint pen into
a jaw-dropping miracle!

Explore the logical disconnects in Cassidy's classic serial number routine using
canisters!

The correct timing in performing peeks also is a very strong logical disconnect
and is discussed in detail.

Plus there are exercises to help you in understanding and recognizing logical
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disconnects, as well as how to add it to your own routines.

All this and much more is discussed in the 37 page e-book/workbook that you'll
get immediately to study. Even more material will be discussed in the upcoming
teleseminar!

Don't miss out on what will be one of the most talked about events of the year
and a discussion of one of the most important topics in mentalism.

Michael Weber, author of LIFE SAVERS and renowned mystery arts performer,
will once again be the moderator for this special event.

Included in this package is the two-hours long MP3 recording of the teleseminar,
the 37-page PDF workbook, and the 12 pages of post notes which will have
additional information and answer additional questions not covered in the
teleseminar.
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